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conquest of tunis (Nya), the semi-savage inhabitants of which
had long molested French Algeria. Bismarck had suggested
this to France at the Congress of Berlin, in the secret hope
that it would offend Italy, and so further his schemes for
isolating France. Italy herself had long cherished designs on
Tunis, which is only fifty miles from her own coasts, and we have
already seen how France's action drove her into the arms of
the Triple Alliance, as Bismarck had planned (§ 165). France
was alarmed at tkis unforeseen result of her forward policy;
the Gambetta Ministry was overthrown, and replaced by one
which carried the reaction against that policy so far as to refuse
to support Britain any further over Egypt. The Gladstone
Government, though all in favour of peace and non-interference,
was reluctantly compelled to act alone, lest the Khedive should
be overthrown and the canal made unsafe for British shipping.
Arabi was defeated by General Wolseley at Tel-el-Kebir (1882).
The authority of the Khedive was now restored under the
guidance of British officials and his army reorganised by
British officers, on the understanding that as soon as the
Egyptian Government could maintain itself without these
props, they should be withdrawn. The tasks were carried
through with remarkable efficiency and tact; but as the years
went by and the British showed no sign of evacuating Egypt,
the French grew increasingly annoyed. They had only them-
selves to thank that they were not taking a full share in the
work, but they were naturally vexed at seeing Britain in control
of a country with which they had so long been connected.
The result was long-continued friction and ill-feeling.
§ 168. the scramble for africa.—Central Africa had
always been closed to Europeans by its fever-ridden coastal
districts. Even the great rivers, which might otherwise have
been highways of exploration, were obstructed by rapids and
falls where the centra] tableland drops to the low-lying
littoral. Not till the middle of the nineteenth century did
Europeans begin to overcome these obstacles—mainly in the

